A nitroreductase responsive and photoactivated fluorescent probe for dual-controlled tumor hypoxia imaging†
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Tumor hypoxia has great importance in tumor progression and resistance to antitumor therapies. To precisely monitor tumor hypoxia, a controllable hypoxia imaging method is meaningful but still lacking. Herein, we develop a dual-controlled tumor hypoxia probe (TNB) by introducing a nitrophenol group and methyltetrazine group to the boron-dipyrromethene (BODIPY) dye. The fluorescence-quenching group nitrophenol is reduced to aminophenol by upregulated nitroreductase in hypoxic tumors, and the photocage methyltetrazine is cleaved by light irradiation. Hence the fluorescence of TNB is dual-controlled by hypoxia and photoactivation. We first evaluated TNB’s potential for controllable hypoxia imaging in solution and tumor cells. The fluorescence of TNB under nitroreductase incubation and photoactivation increased more than 60 fold over that which was untreated or only treated with nitroreductase. Furthermore, results validate that TNB possesses photo-controllable activation features in tumors. We believe that the probe design based on enzyme and photoactivation responsiveness provides potential for spatiotemporal detection of other biomarkers.

Introduction

Due to rapid cell proliferation, increased metabolic activity and abnormal blood vessels, hypoxia is one of the most common features in tumors.1 Hypoxia has great importance in tumor progression and resistance to representative tumor therapies,2 such as chemotherapy,3 radiotherapy,4 sonodynamic therapy5 and photodynamic therapy.6 Therefore, it is meaningful to precisely monitor tumor hypoxia for identification of hypoxic tumors and prediction of tumor therapies.

Tumor hypoxia is accompanied by increased levels of reductases such as nitroreductase (NTR),7 azoreductase and so on. A number of fluorophores responsive to these reductases have been reported for hypoxia imaging due to their non-invasiveness, high sensitivity and selectivity.7–9 Fluorescent molecules linked to nitro group are widely reported, their fluorescence is activated when nitro group is reduced to amine group by nitroreductase.8,10 Besides, fluorescent probes containing azo bond have attracted more and more attention as well, with azo bond broken into aniline derivatives by azoreductase for oxygen level detection.11 Nevertheless, precise control over these reductase-responsive probes in living cells is still lacking, limiting their dynamic imaging and tracking in complex biological systems.

Photocaging technology provides a promising strategy for well-controlled imaging with high spatial and temporal resolution.12 Photocages are light-responsive moieties and used to quench fluorescence in imaging processes.13 Upon light induced removal of the photolabile moieties, fluorescence is restored. Photocages have been reported for imaging in some molecular and cellular studies. For example, Yang14 and co-workers reported a sequential activated probe for light-controllable imaging of intracellular tyrosinase. Xiao and co-workers utilized tetrazine as the photocage for a boron-dipyrromethene (BODIPY) dye,15 quenching the fluorescence through bond energy transfer through-bond energy transfer (TBET) mechanism.15 Due to their potential to turn on the target with high temporal and spatial resolution, we suppose that photocaging technology might provide a precisely-controlled strategy in hypoxia detection as well.

Herein, we developed a nitroreductase responsive and photoactivated probe TNB for dual-controlled hypoxia imaging. TNB was designed by linking a BODIPY dye with a methyltetrazine group and a styryl substituent with nitro and hydroxyl group. Both methyltetrazine and nitrophenol are effective quenching groups in fluorophore designs. m-Nitrophenol could
quench the fluorescence through the mechanism of photoinduced electron transfer (PET), and methyltetrazine could be used as a photocage to block fluorescence by the mechanism of TBET. In the presence of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH), m-nitrophenol was reduced to m-aminophenol by upregulated nitroreductase (NTR) in hypoxic tumors, and then PET process was destructed. Methyltetrazine was photolyzed under blue light irradiation to produce nitrile, resulting in fluorescence light-on. In this way, we successfully realized dual-controlled fluorescence turn on by nitroreductase and visible light irradiation reduction for the detection of hypoxic tumors.

Results and discussion

Design and synthesis of probe TNB

The design of TNB was shown in Scheme S1.† We chose BODIPY as the fluorescence reporting unit because of its excellent photophysical and chemical stability, large molar absorption coefficient, and multiple easily modified chemical sites in the core. m-Nitrophenol was used as the response unit to NTR upregulated in hypoxic tumors, which would be reduced to aminophenol group by NTR and thus the PET process would be inhibited. Methyltetrazine was introduced into the molecule as the photocage, which could respond to light activation. Hence the fluorescence would be blocked until the m-nitrophenol group was reduced and the methyltetrazine unit was cleaved, thus dual-controlled imaging by NTR in hypoxia and light activation was obtained. Detailed synthetic procedures and data of probe TNB were provided in Fig. S1–S9.† It was worth mentioning that we replaced anhydrous hydrazine with hydrazine hydrate to synthesize methyltetrazine BODIPY by optimizing the reaction conditions, and the column chromatography yield reached 28.7%. To the best of our knowledge, this is the highest yield for the synthesis of methyltetrazine BODIPY by replacing anhydrous hydrazine with safer hydrazine hydrate.† The expected products TNN (product of TNB by nitroreductase induced nitro group reduction) (Scheme S2†) and CNN (product of TNB by light induced methyltetrazine cleavage) (Scheme S3†) were also synthesized and characterized by 1H NMR, 13C NMR and HR-MS spectra (Fig. S10–S18†).

Characterizations of TNB and its products in solution under NTR and blue light activation

Probe TNB had a narrow absorption peak in the visible light range, and the maximum absorption wavelength was 572 nm (Fig. 1a). The absorbance of CNN at 400 nm is obviously higher than that of TNB and TNN (Fig. S19a†). Fluorescence emission spectroscopy was used to study the response of TNB to nitroreductase and blue light. TNB alone displayed almost no fluorescence (Fig. 1b, black). When NTR was added in the presence of NADH, the fluorescence had little change (Fig. 1b, red). Subsequently, under blue light irradiation, a new fluorescence peak appeared at 518 nm, which was consistent with the peak position of CNN in buffer solution (Fig. S20†), and the fluorescence intensity increased significantly by 66 times (Fig. 1b blue). The above experimental results showed that the fluorescence of probe TNB failed to recover in the sole presence of NTR, but it was significantly enhanced in the presence of both NTR-induced reduction and blue light irradiation.

To demonstrate the reaction process of TNB activated by nitroreductase and blue light, we proposed a possible mechanism (as shown in Scheme 1) and verified it with below experiments. Photophysical images of compounds TNB, TNN, and CNN were shown in Fig. S19 and Table S1.† The fluorescence quantum yield of TNB (Φ = 0.0004) in ethanol was much lower than that of TNN (Φ = 0.004) and CNN (Φ = 0.035) (Table S1†), demonstrating that CNN has the best fluorescence potential among these three compounds. We then utilized high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and mass spectrometry (MS) to analyse the products and expected products (TNN, CNN), HPLC analysis conditions as shown in Table S2.† The standard compounds NADH, TNB, and TNN had distinctly different retention time of 12, 38, and 34 min, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1c, while NTR did not show a peak under this condition. After TNB and NTR were mixed in the presence of NADH solution for 30 min, a new peak corresponding to that of TNN appeared at 34 min, indicating that TNN might be the exact downstream product of TNB after reduced with NTR. The photolysis product of TNN was further analysed by ESI-MS analysis. After blue light irradiation, the reaction product yielded an observed mass of 467.2, in agreement with the calculated mass of CNN ([M – H]⁺ = 467.2, Fig. 1d), suggesting that CNN was truly the downstream product of TNN after
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photoactivation. All these experimental results demonstrated that TNB could be reduced to TNN by NTR, and TNN photo-activated to form CNN with blue light irradiation. \( m \)-Nitrophenol in TNB quenched the fluorescence through the mechanism of photoinduced electron transfer (PET),\(^{14-16} \) when \( m \)-nitrophenol was reduced to \( m \)-aminophenol by NTR, then PET process was destructed. While the fluorescence was still quenched until tetrazine was further photolyzed under blue light irradiation to destroy the TBET process for final fluorescence turn on.

Kinetics response of TNB to NTR and blue light activation

Since TNB has turned out to be a response fluorescent probe to NTR and blue light, the kinetics response between TNB, NTR and blue light were further investigated by HPLC and fluorescence emission spectroscopy. As shown in Fig. 2a, HPLC investigations exhibited that the reaction gradually reached equilibrium within 10 minutes after adding NTR in the presence of NADH, and the conversion yield was as high as 68% (Fig. 2b). After that, reaction solution was further irradiated with blue light, the fluorescence increased significantly and reached equilibrium within 15 minutes (Fig. 2c), with a maximum fluorescence increase of 66 folds compared to the original reaction solution (Fig. 2d).

Cytocompatibility and fluorescence turn on of TNB in living tumor cells

Due to the outstanding performance in dual-controlled fluorescence turn-on by nitroreductase reduction and light irradiation \textit{in vitro}, we then examined the potential of TNB for controlled hypoxic tumor imaging in living cells.

Firstly, we studied the cytocompatibility of TNB. TNB was incubated with HeLa cells and A549 cells under normoxia (20%
that, we evaluated the feasibility of TNB for fluorescence imaging in HeLa and A549 cells under hypoxia environments and blue light irradiation. HeLa and A549 cells were incubated with 5 μM TNB for 6 h at 37 °C under normoxia (20% O2), hypoxia (1% O2) or hypoxia (1% O2) combined with blue light irradiation. It was found that HeLa cells incubated with probe TNB under normoxia displayed no fluorescence, and very faint fluorescence signals were shown only with hypoxia treatment (Fig. 3a). In stark contrast, dramatically noticeable fluorescence was acquired with both hypoxia treatment and light irradiation. Similar fluorescence performance was also observed in A549 cells (Fig. 3b). To quantitatively assess the fluorescence intensity in HeLa cells, IOD (integral optical density) in the confocal microscopy images of HeLa cells was further analysed using Imagine J software (Fig. 3c). The IOD analysis of hypoxia group and hypoxia plus illumination group was approximately 1.7 times and 5.2 times of that of normoxia group. The IOD analysis results in A549 cells were similar to that in HeLa cells (Fig. 3d).

It was found that the TNB probe could not achieve dual-response fluorescence light-on in normal HSF (human skin fibroblasts) and HUVEC (human umbilical vein endothelial) cell lines, Fig. S22†. The probe response required cells to over-express nitroreductase. These results indicate that the fluorescence of TNB is dual-controlled by hypoxia and photoactivation. TNB is practical and useful for dual-controlled hypoxia imaging in living tumor cells.

Fluorescent imaging of hypoxia in vivo via intratumoral injection of probe TNB

To test the capability of TNB for responsive fluorescent imaging of hypoxia tumor sections, we injected TNB into the 4T1 tumor-bearing mice intratumorally and performed the fluorescent imaging. Tumor tissue was collected one hour later, and 4T1 tumors were embedded with an cold cutting temperature compound (OCT) for the frozen section. All animal procedures were performed in compliance with the guidelines approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Nanjing University (IACUC-D2103041).

As shown in Fig. 4a, it is obvious that, when TNB was injected intratumorally, shows only weak fluorescence in tumor sections; while after blue light irradiation, the fluorescence signal of the tumor section was enhanced, indicating that the probe could respond to light irradiation. Mean optical density statistical analysis further verified that there was a statistical difference between probe TNB before and after light response (Fig. 4b). Illumination did not induce fluorescence intensity changes in DAPI compared with TNB (Fig. S22†). Tumor cryosection results show that TNB also has the characteristics of responding to imaging hypoxia tumor sections.

Conclusions

In summary, we have developed a novel dual controlled fluorescent probe TNB for tumor hypoxia imaging. Turn-on of TNB was induced by both nitroreductase reduction and blue light irradiation. The fluorescence of TNB under nitroreductase incubation and photoactivation increased more than 60 folds than that untreated or only treated with nitroreductase. Moreover, cytotoxicity experiments confirmed the safety of TNB in living tumors and confocal fluorescence microscopy experiments showed that TNB co-incubated HeLa cells and A549 cells emitted remarkable fluorescence in hypoxia environment plus blue light irradiation. Moreover, we successfully observed fluorescence turn on in living hypoxic tumors under blue light irradiation. Thus, our probe TNB might provide potential for practical application in well-controlled tumor hypoxia imaging. Although the concept of dual response fluorescence light-on was confirmed in this study, the imaging ability in living life needs to be further optimized. In the future, we plan to use nano-emulsification techniques to better disperse probe molecules and improve imaging at the cell and tissue levels. It is worth mentioning that we also using a more safer method to synthesize methyltetrazine BODIPY. We believe that this strategy will break a new path for photoactivated fluorescence imaging.
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